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Diversity in scalar inference rates

“It was good.”  The speaker thinks it was not perfect.
“It’s warm out.”  The speaker thinks it’s not hot out.

Where does this scalar inference (SI) come from? If a speaker could
have used an informationally stronger word like hot but uses warm
instead, the hearer reasons that the speaker believes that hot does
not hold [5, 7].

Without SI:

warm hot

With SI:

warm hot

Interestingly, SIs are not always derived. SI rates vary between
different scalar words [4, 11]. How can we account for this?

Mary says: He is happy.

Would you conclude from this that,
according to Mary, he is not delighted?

<attractive, stunning>
<transparent, crystal clear>

<tasty, delicious>
<happy, delighted>

<unkind, nasty>
<small, tiny>

<funny, hilarious>
<tired, exhausted>
<loud, deafening>
<hungry, starving>

<sick, terminally ill>
<palatable, delicious>
<unsettling, horrific>

<warm, hot>
<difficult, impossible>

<low, depleted>
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Relevance of the stronger scalemate

SIs are more likely to be drawn when the stronger scalemate is
more relevant, given the weak adjective [2].

A usage-based approach to determining relevance: We assume that
the relevance of a stronger scalemate for some weak adjective is
reflected in the frequency of co-occurrence in scalar constructions
(e.g. warm but not hot; warm, even hot). Scalar constructions like
these serve to highlight distinctions between adjectives.

Our research question

Are SI rates for scalar adjectives higher when the adjective is
more frequently used in scalar constructions together with a
stronger scalemate?

Method: Counting usage in ENCOW16A

Assumption: The kind of usage people are likely to experience
is approximated by very large, diverse corpora. We used the
16.8-billion-token web corpus ENCOW16A [9, 10].

Our procedure:
• Identification of scalar constructions in the corpus
• Querying for all adjectives that co-occur with the 68 unique weak
adjectives tested by Gotzner, Solt, and Benz [4]
•Manual annotation of whether or not each co-occurring adjective
is a stronger scalemate
• For each weak adjective, determining the proportion of tokens
that are stronger scalemates vs. something else
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A binomial GLM predicting SI rate for each adjective as a function of its co-occurrence
proportion with stronger scalemates shows a positive association between the two (β = 1.6,
logit-1(β ) = 0.83, p < 0.0001).

Future work will test our hypothesis on a more balanced and empirically motivated sample
of adjectival scales.

Relevance and cognition

Distinctions that are cognitively useful are more frequently expressed [8], but increased us-
age also perpetuates the cognitive distinction [1, 3, 6]. Thus it is likely that cognition and
usage mutually reinforce the relevance of a stronger scalemate for the weaker adjective.

cognitive distinction
of scalemates

linguistic distinction
of scalemates
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Take-aways

A hearer-based view: The relevance of the cognitive distinction between weak adjectives and
their stronger scalemates influences how likely a hearer is to draw a SI upon hearing only
the weak adjective. Relevance can be assessed by looking at co-occurrences of two con-
cepts in language usage.

A speaker-based view: If speakers frequently hear a weak scalar adjective in scalar construc-
tions together with a stronger scalemate, they can assume that their interlocutors have
experienced this as well. This means that they know that the distinction is also relevant
for the hearer, so speakers can communicate the bounded meaning of e.g. warm but not
hot using only warm.


